Digital Editions
Your content on any modern device, from anywhere, any time of day. That’s what
your audience wants - what ePRO delivers. ePRO delivers all the features a content
creator needs to reach and engage their audience. See the available features below.
NAVIGATION

INTEGRATION

The HTML 5 toolbar easily and intuitively guides readers through the digital edition. Single clicking or tapping
anywhere on the digital edition accesses the toolbar.

Our digital editions can easily be
embedded into Facebook and other
third-party apps. You can also iframe
the digital edition into your webpage
and supply your own totally custom
chrome and toolbar.

Easily move between pages based on
the navigation configuration of the device. Mouse-enabled desktop devices
are provided with left and right arrows
for clicking while mobile devices detect
finger swiping.
CUSTOMIZATION
Publishers can choose to customize the
toolbar by choosing the color and font
style and by adding a logo. Fine-tuned
and enhanced effects can also be created by directly inputting custom CSS.
RESPONSIVE DESIGN
Our pages automatically resize the content to fill available screen real estate
to maximize the viewing experience.
The aspect ratio of the original files are
maintained, ensuring that your content
will be displayed responsively across all
modern platforms and devices.

LINKING
Auto Linking
During the conversion process, any
website URLs and email addresses
included as selectable text are automatically hotlinked.
Drawn Links
Additional links can be drawn on any
page over text or an image. The links
flash briefly when a user accesses a
page and then fade away so the reader
can enjoy the content. These links can
direct the reader to a text article view
of the page’s copy (if set up), other
pages in the issue (page jumps), or
to an external website. They can be
custom- color coded or even made
invisible based on the publisher’s preference.
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Connect with us. Find out how our people and technology can enhance your business.

